BMW 3 Series 320d XDRIVE M SPORT

General Info
Engine:

£14,500

Vehicle Features
2.0 Diesel Automatic

Price:

Not Specified

£14,500

Body Type:

4 Dr Saloon

Owners:

3

Mileage:

49,000

Reg Date:

September 2013 (63)

Colour:

Black Sapphire Metallic

Vehicle Description
Here we Have A Superb BMW 320d Xdrive Finished in Black Sapphire Metallic. The BMW 320d xDrive gets the same 184bhp four-cylinder
diesel engine as the standard 320d saloon, but adds the security of four-wheel drive. The xDrive system can send up to 100% of the
320d's 280lb ft of torque to either axle to help combat any loss of traction on slippery surfaces. Most of the time, though, there's a
60/40 split in favour of the rear wheels. It's a relatively lightweight system at 70kg and, importantly, it works effectively, meaning
the xDrive is every bit as rewarding as the rear-wheel-drive 320d. In fact, its superior traction gives you greater confidence when
placing the front of the car into bends and with all the pros from the drivetrain the spec on this model i second to none. This
example has £5200 worth of optional extras which consists of: Sports Auto Transmission -- BMW Professional Multimedia -- Metallic
Paint -- 19" Diamond Cut 403M Alloy Wheels - Adaptive M Sport Suspension -- Xenon Headlights -- Heated Front Seats -- Sun
Protection Glass -- Headlight wash System -- Servotronic (Servotronic adjusts the amount of steering assistance to suit the current
speed) -- Full Panel Display -- Rear Centre Armrests -- Dakota Leather. All this is on top of the standard M Sport Trim Level. Full BMW
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